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The world’s leading travel advertising platform
Our advertising solutions help you inspire, engage, and convert hundreds of millions of travelers — everywhere in the world.
Get started





Sign up for our Travel Marketing Insider Newsletter to stay up to date on the latest travel industry trends



Unmatched global inventory that travelers access every day
We connect thousands of advertisers around the globe with the most highly valued travelers. Every day, travelers visit our websites to dream about, search for, and book their trips. The advertising solutions and targeting capabilities we offer help you engage with those travelers and deliver the results you want.
6M+
average daily visitors across our sites and apps*


1B+
trips booked through Expedia Group*


200+
booking sites in more than 75 markets and 40 languages*





Look and book with our immersive travel tech
As travel evolves, so does our technology. That’s why we built the industry’s first streaming platform that delivers a wholly unique experience for travelers.
This innovative approach to travel advertising gives travelers a firsthand view of what it’s like to be a tourist at various destinations. The videos our Media Studio team creates brings these locations to life, from road trips through the California desert to kayaking the Potomac or sitting down with filmmaker Spike Lee to talk about Brooklyn, New York. This immersive experience lets travelers shop for and book travel as they’re watching the content, putting a whole new spin on tourism marketing as entertainment.
See some of our work


 
Explore unexpected places with the GoUSA TV series
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Travel advertising that delivers results
We’ve got decades of experience helping advertisers bring travelers to their destination, book hotels and flights, and more. We get you to the right traveler at the right time and through the right channel. You need someone who understands the travel business better than anyone else, and that’s Expedia Group Media Solutions.
Reach your target audience
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Flexible advertising solutions
Solutions that work for any business — and any budget.
Get started
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Find your ideal traveler
Actionable data insights and targeting capabilities to put you in front of the right people.
Connect with travelers
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Real-time data
Robust reporting to monitor and optimize your campaigns.
Turn insights into action







Why you should partner with 
Expedia Group

Our unique capabilities and custom digital media solutions meet your needs and bring your brand to travelers.
See all our solutions



TravelAds Sponsored Listings
In the competitive hotel market, it’s essential to stand out from the crowd. TravelAds is a simple, proven solution with a pay-per-click approach designed to increase your hotel’s visibility with travelers. Use TravelAds to:
	Boost room bookings.
	Drive incremental revenue and profitability.
	Reach the right travelers.
	Control your cost-per-click and daily spend.
	Create customized copy and images.

Get the TravelAds guide



Accelerator
Like TravelAds, Accelerator, our cost-per-stay solution, is a budget-friendly and effective way to gain visibility with travelers. Use Accelerator to:
	Boost your visibility in search results.
	Scale up or down as needed with an easy-to-use platform in Partner Central.
	Cost-effective: You only pay when you receive a booking.

Learn more about Accelerator



Co-op campaigns
Make an impact with a collective and cost-effective advertising solution that will extend and amplify your marketing spend. Co-op advertising allows you to:
	Connect with other destinations, hotels, airlines, and more to jointly engage with travelers and drive demand.
	Easy and simple: We secure similar strategic partners for you.
	Stretch your marketing budget.

Get the co-op campaign guide



Media Studio
Get access to our award-winning in-house creative agency to create immersive and compelling interactive experiences that engage travelers. With Media Studio you can:
	Create videos that tell your brand’s story in a unique and unforgettable way.
	Use emerging technology to stand out.
	Build engaging social media campaigns and work with influencers.

See some of our work



Display advertising
Build a full-funnel experience that inspires, influences, and converts travelers. With display advertising you can:
	Reach the millions of travelers who visit our 200+ websites every day as they dream, plan, and book travel.
	Design ads that seamlessly integrate across all our sites.
	Choose from a range of media options that work for advertisers of any size, budget, and business goal.
	Create branded ads for mobile or email.
	Become a sponsor — use homepage takeovers or promotional sponsorships to capture travelers’ imaginations.

Learn more about display advertising
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Work with the biggest brands in the business
Advertise with Expedia Group, where you’ll get the strength, experience, and reach of globally recognized travel brands to help you succeed. Our brands offer the largest expanse of travel channels for you to connect with travelers across the globe.
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Exclusive and actionable traveler insights
We have billions of data points from travelers using our 200+ travel websites. The benefit of this exclusive first-party data is unrivaled traveler insights, and, in a cookieless world, you’ll always be able to reach your target audiences with specific ads that align with their interests.

Get the latest report




Explore our customer stories
Find out how we help advertisers meet their needs, from airlines and hotels to destinations.
How advertisers use our products


[image: ]Air Canada used native advertising for Black Friday campaignThe largest airline in Canada, has been a long-time partner with Expedia Group Media Solutions. With Black Friday and Cyber Monday approaching, Air Canada wanted to stay top of mind with travelers looking for deals during some of the most important sales events of the year.
Read more


[image: Hotels capture traveler demand]Hyatt Regency Chicago drives room nights, impressions during pandemicDuring the early days of the COVID-19, the Hyatt Regency Chicago realized that there was going to be limited customer demand. They decided to use TravelAds to differentiate themselves from other hotels in Chicago to drive bookings.
Read more


[image: ]VisitScotland used native advertising to enhance destination marketing campaignLooking to rebuild and renew, VisitScotland embarked on a tourism marketing campaign to highlight the unique experiences it offers travelers.
Read more 


[image: ]Tuscan hotel group increased bookings with TravelAds targetingIn a competitive market, visibility is key to filling room nights and Blinkup wanted to help Place of Charme connect with more travelers. To reach travelers worldwide, the marketing consultancy partnered with Media Solutions to showcase Place of Charme’s six properties on Expedia Group sites.
Read more
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Recommended for you

[image: ]The Path to Purchase
New research to help you understand how travelers search, plan, and book travel.
Download now


[image: ]Travel Insights report
Our exclusive first-party data and research provides you with actionable insights.
Download now


[image: Woman scrolling her phone looking at cookieless advertising]TravelAds guide
Find out how to reach the right travelers and maximize results with TravelAds targeting and bidding tools.
Get the guide



[image: ]Are you ready to advertise?
Get in touch with one of our digital advertising experts today to find out how our first-party data insights and full-funnel suite of solutions can work for you.
Get started



*Expedia Group internal data
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